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What’s in Your Accounting?
By Daniel S. Gordon, CPA, Contributor

A

ccounting is the language used to
communicate the health of a business.
When many think about accounting,
they think of Tax Day, April 15. But
there’s much more to the accounting function
with respect to pest management company
owners than taxes. A competent Certified Public
Accountant (CPA) should be able to file your
taxes and prepare statements for banks, creditors
and other stakeholders in your business. The
overall goal of an accountant should be to help
accumulate and preserve wealth. Saving taxes
is just a small part of this task. Competent
accountants recognize the need to be valuable
members of their client’s management team,
providing many more added value services than
solely tax preparation.
As a business grows, internal structure
and financial controls to support growth are
required. This aspect of accounting is called
management accounting, which has to do with
compiling and reporting information you need
to improve the results of your operations. Many
CPAs are in a unique position to help by setting
up procedures to record the daily transactions
associated with doing business — and by making
observations about the company and comparing
that information to other clients for whom
they work. The accountant should be a trusted
member of the management team, providing
information about ways to improve the efficiency
of the business. The following are essential
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elements of the inside accounting function
required to run a successful service business.

Financial statement preparation
Financial statements, the culmination of the
accounting process, are used to convey a concise
picture of the profitability and financial position
of a company. The two most important financial
statements that provide an accurate snapshot of
the results of your business are the profit-and-loss
statement (P&L) and the balance sheet. The P&L
shows how much profit or loss a company made
during a period and how that profit or loss was
derived by category of expense and revenue. It’s
imperative the accountant understand the service
industry because of industry-specific terminalolgy
and financial benchmarks for rating businesses
using this terminology.
A growing pest management company using
a generic chart of accounts is at a distinct
disadvantage compared to the larger players in
the industry that use their chart of accounts to
generate financial statements that allow them to
analyze their businesses and answer important
questions:
Q Is my material expense in line with my
revenue?
Q Is my direct labor cost in line with my overall
revenue?
QAm I spending more or less as a percentage
of revenues on advertising than the average
company?

www.mypmp.net

What percentage of my revenue do I spend
on operating my office?
Q What are my vehicle costs as a percentage of
revenue?
QDo I spend too much on overtime?
The balance sheet shows the financial position
of a company on a given date (assets, liabilities,
net worth, etc.). One way to distinguish the P&L
from the balance sheet is to think of the P&L as
a statement showing business performance in
terms of revenue, profit and growth for a given
period, while the balance sheet shows what a
company is worth as a result of all cumulative
P&Ls and financing activities.
Q

Bookkeeping
An accountant should be able to help prepare
financial statements by providing bookkeeping
services or overseeing the person who performs
the bookkeeping. With the proliferation of
the Internet, many accountants offer online
bookkeeping services, which is an outstanding
way for a company to have its internal accounting
supervised by a qualified accounting professional
for a reasonable cost.

Budgeting
Budgeting is nothing more than formulating a
coherent financial plan for some period in the
future, usually one or two years. As the plan is
implemented, you’re able to rate your efforts
compared to the budget that was created.
Budgeting creates the ability to predict the
amount of technicians, vehicles, equipment,
etc., needed in the future based on revenue
projections.
Many business owners think they’re too
busy to budget. Often, most small business
owners don’t budget because they’re concerned
about meeting payroll and rarely plan. Lack
of planning continues a vicious cycle that
underscores a relationship between the failure
of a business to maximize its profits and the
absence of planning. Businesses can’t afford
not to budget.
During the budgeting process, determine
the areas of spending to reduce. Revenues
are analyzed to determine which are the most
profitable and whether there are other sources
of revenue that can contribute profitably to

www.mypmp.net

the bottom line. Budgeting should be done
annually, and results should be compared to
budgets monthly.

Accounts receivable management
Accounts receivable management is another
important area of management accounting. A
business that doesn’t have control of its accounts
receivable usually has poor cash flow and
trouble meeting its expenses in a timely fashion.
Accounts receivable management starts with
laying out a formal procedure for collection — an
accounts receivable aging report that categorizes
the company’s receivables by age, with columns
for current, 30, 60 and more than 90 days. At
each point along the way, a collection effort
should be made. For example, at 30 days, perhaps
a phone call to the customer; at 60 days, perhaps
a letter; and at 90 days, perhaps a stronger effort.
A company shouldn’t allow a large percentage of
its receivables to extend to the 60-day column.
History shows the older a receivable is, the more
difficult it is to collect.

More than tax returns
The accounting function is far more than filling
out tax returns. The accounting function for a
successful pest management company allows the
owner to make sound business decisions about
expansion, cost reduction and efficient operation.
The management accounting function provides
controls that ensure financial transactions are
recorded properly and provides the information
that allows the successful owner to make those
decisions based on facts. Minimally, the internal
procedures within a service company should
include the use of financial statements, a wellsupervised bookkeeping function, a formal
budgeting procedure and an aggressive accounts
receivable management program.
As a company grows, several aspects of
management accounting should be explored and
implemented. But the company that successfully
uses the aforementioned principles of management
accounting will accumulate much more wealth
than one operating from the hip. PMP
Gordon, a CPA in New Jersey, owns an accounting firm that caters to pest
management professionals throughout the United States. He can be reached
at daniel.gordon@wealthdepot.com or 973-300-0288.
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My In-House Marketing Summit
By Ray Johnson, Contributor

A

s pest management professionals (PMPs),
we wear many hats, one of which is
marketing manager. Every year we analyze
our marketing campaigns and try to budget
for the upcoming season by figuring out what works.
Typically, our Yellow Pages salesperson appears at the
door like a wolf on the prowl. He always asks for and
expects an increase in the size of our ads. He pushes
info-graphics with huge amounts of data to show
Yellow Pages users why my company has been able to
stay in business for 30 years.
That’s the way it was, but now I’m dealing
with several new phone directories in my area.
They’re all telling me that, to stay in business, I’ll
need to advertise with them. This gave me pause
to ask myself, are the Yellow Pages and other
phone directories outdated in a world with newer
technologies and new means of communicating
with potential customers, or do they still work in
some markets?
With this in mind, I decided to have my own
in-house marketing summit. To do this you must
gather the data you’ll need.

Several years ago I began to track where our
sales leads come from. We have different tracking
numbers for every advertisement we use. Even
if we have more than one ad in a phone book,
each ad has a different number. Additionally,
we advertise via radio, newspapers, sports team
sponsorships, social media ads and our website.
When a call comes in, we pay a bonus to our
customer service representatives who ask the
customer what number they dialed and where they
heard about us. But getting good marketing-based
data is difficult. A customer might say they got the
number out of the phone book, but the real reason
might be they saw our trucks or heard our name
on the radio and used the phone book to get the
number to call.
Your in-house marketing summit will have to
focus on more than where your leads are coming
from. You’ll also need to examine the cost per lead
and per sale. Drilling down to zip codes where
the leads are coming from and closely examining
the types of sales that resulted from those leads
all will help you determine your strategy for
upcoming marketing efforts in each service area.
The challenge is collecting all the relevant data
all year to help you decide where to spend your
advertising dollars. Knowing where each lead is
located, what ads drove your customer to call you,
drilling down deeper to find out why they called
you, tracking your closing percentages, and knowing
why they bought from you are all key elements.
Spreadsheets will have to be created to run the
numbers to put the data together so you can wrap
your head around all this vital information. It always
helps me to put them into graphs and charts, just like
the phone directory folks do.
So what are you waiting for? Start collecting
your data, and schedule your own in-house
marketing summit. PMP
You can reach Johnson, a past president of the National Pest Management
Association (NPMA) and current president of Sevierville, Tenn.-based Johnson
Pest Control, at ray@johnsonpestcontrol.com
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THE TEMPRID DIFFERENCE

Eliminates bed bugs. And confusion.

THE SIMPLE WAY TO CONTROL BED BUGS
AND SO MUCH MORE.

READYSPRAY

• The superior performance of Temprid® with new Bayer
Ready-to-Spray technology
• Dual mode of action
• Controls hard-to-kill pests such as bed bugs, spiders and fleas
• Kills bed bugs resistant to pyrethroid insecticides
• Residual effectiveness against bed bugs that lasts up to six months
• Kills bed bug eggs and non-repellent to bed bugs

In the state of New York, this product may only be applied for indoor uses.
Bayer CropScience LP, Environmental Science Division, 2 TW Alexander Drive, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709. 1-800-331-2867. www.BackedbyBayer.com. Bayer, the Bayer
Cross, and Temprid are registered trademarks of Bayer. Not all products are registered in all states. Always read and follow label instructions carefully. ©2013 Bayer CropScience LP.
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The State of Pest Management

Economics

By Daniel S. Gordon, CPA, Contributor

F

or most of the new economic era the pest
management industry has been a beacon
of steady returns. When the banking
industry was crushed, the bed bug
produced revenue from customers with no choice
but to treat, recession or not. As the economy
slowly began to mend, the bed bug pandemic
helped provide a smoother return to prosperity.
How has the pest management professional
(PMP) faired over the past year? And what does
the future hold? As accountants and consultants
to the pest industry, our firm works with PMP’s
all over the country, compiling and presenting
them with financial and operational data needed
to manage for growth and profit. The following
observations are based on data from our nationwide client base.

The Big Picture
Most areas of the country were hit hard by the
housing crisis and their recoveries will be filled
with fits and starts as mortgage rates normalize.
Rising home prices are helping to relieve some
of the pain felt by home owners buried under
mortgages.
The stock market has had a tremendous
resurgence, which affects many Americans
with pensions invested in the markets. Even
though most pensions can’t be distributed
until retirement, there’s a “wealth effect” many
Americans feel when their retirement accounts
are increasing. This is actually how we came
out of the last economic slowdown. It was the
wealth effect of the rising stock
market and increase in real estate
that allowed the consumer to
borrow their way to a feeling
of prosperity. This is the
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way economic cycles work. Despite current
headwinds, things appear to be warming up.
With the passage of the Affordable Care Act
(“Obamacare”) the business community became
cautious about hiring due to uncertainty of its
impact on bottom lines. While most business
leaders are not fans of the national health care
plan, Americans have a unique way of figuring
things out once rules are established. While the
plan will take its toll on hiring most understand
compliance is mandatory and life goes on.
Business people have learned to become
much more efficient. This is partially born of
the economic meltdown that began in 2008, but
technology also plays a role. Mobile technology
allows PMPs to access information in the field
and complete administrative tasks that once
took much longer with pen and paper. It’s
seeming likely there will be no turning back
and it will be a long time until we see 5 percent
unemployment again. However, the new norm
will be a non-recessionary economy with a higher
unemployment rate. Having pointed this out for
the economy as a whole, we still see PMP firms
continuing to hire.

The State of the Industry
In 2013, there’s been modest growth in pest and
termite control. However, the year didn’t start off
as robust as in 2012. Some blame the weather, but
as spring turned to summer
there was a compressed
demand that resulted in
increased summer revenue.
Contracts signed last year are
also fueling growth.
Profit margins continue to get
better as PMPs pay close attention
to expenditures due to lessons
learned during “the great recession.”
In an environment where price
increases aren’t always feasible,
Continued on page 60
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Continued from page 58
efficiency is blossoming. This has the same effect
as raising prices and is a result of improvements
in routing software PMP’s now use.

Residential Services
Years ago it was almost taboo to mix pest
management contracts with termite contracts.

MADE IN USA

We P r o t e c t Yo u r M a t t r e s s ™

The two services were different in terms of
required skills, service schedules and potential
liability. Termite pressure was once greater
and many businesses made substantial returns
from work they secured due to termite swarms.
It seems that swarms aren’t as prevalent today,
and the materials and baits available are much
more effective. Treatments are working better,
but the potential customer base is
shrinking. With better treatment
results comes fewer termite jobs.
This is evident in the past decade’s
termite revenues. However,
consumers still want termite
protection, which results in PMPs
bundling termite coverage in their
premium pest programs.
These companies are seeing
greater retention as customers who
have pest coverage don’t want to
lose termite coverage. The effect
is increasing termite revenue
(embedded in the total price for the
premium contract), in a shrinking
pool of termite work. The companies
offering these premium programs
are selling them at a brisk pace.

We’ve Got Them Covered...
t Mattress & Box Spring Encasements
t Bed Bug Certified - Certified to be Bite Proof
by Entomologist Testing.

t Less SKU’s - Reduced Inventory with as Few as 16 SKU’s to
Cover Nearly Every Mattress.

t Higher Profits - Reduced Callbacks for Pest
Management Professionals in the Field.

t Patented Design - The “Zipper with the Hook”® Prevents
Bed Bugs from Entering or Escaping. ( U.S. Patent No. 7,849,543 )

...And now you too!
Bed Bug Body Guard™
3FVTBCMF*OTQFDUJPO4VJU

t $ļĳļĿŁĮįĺĲt3ĲłŀĮįĺĲt8ĮŀĵĮįĺĲ
t 3ĲıłİĲŀĿĲĽĺĮİĲĲĻŁİļŀŁt#ĿĲĮŁĵĮįĺĲ ŀļĳŁĳĮįĿĶİ
t 1ĿļŃĶıĲŀĮĲŁĵļıĳļĿıĲŁĲİŁĶļĻļĳįĲıįłĴŀ
t "ĶıŀĶĻĽĿĲŃĲĻŁĶĻĴįĲıįłĴŀĳĿļĵĶŁİĵĵĶĸĶĻĴ 
t -ĮłĻıĿņ4ĮĳĲ¥&ĻİĮŀĲĲĻŁ*ĻİĺłıĲı
ĳļĿ8ĮŀĵĶĻĴŗ4ŁļĿĮĴĲ

Visit Us At PestWorld - Booth: 1012
1ĵƏƏƈƊƈƍƍƋƋƍtńńń.ĮŁŁĿĲŀŀ4ĮĳĲİļ
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Commercial Services
Commercial business pricing is still
challenging. Commercial customers
must be tended to and service
schedules reduced while maintaining
a pest-free environment. As in the
past, very large commercial cleanouts
result from the customer pushing
cost cutting too far thereby creating
emergency situations.
While commercial work is steady,
it’s also yielding lower dollar-perhour revenues than residential work.
Therefore efficiency should be
optimized to ensure profit through
routing and reducing drive time.
In every area of pest management
the theme continues to be ‘doing more
with less and still prospering.’ PMP
Daniel S. Gordon is a CPA in New Jersey and owns an
accounting firm that caters to PMPs throughout the U.S.
He can be reached at daniel.gordon@wealthdepot.com or
973-300-0288.
www.mypmp.net
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Professional Bird Control Products

Visit Us at NPMA
Booth 500

Since 1992!

The Most Trusted Brand in Bird Control Worldwide!
Products

Bird Spikes

Manufacturing & Quality Control

Bird Netting

Bird Slope

We have 23 patents and 42 patent
pendings on bird control products; the
most in the industry!
Bird Spiders

All products pass strict
quality control testing

Bird Jolt Flat Track

Highest quality at the
lowest prices!

Same day shipping
available, even on custom
netting!

Longest Guarantees in
the industry!
Over 100 products
available through a
network of
qualiﬁed distributors!

We manufacture our
own products!

It’s Our People that Make the Difference!

It’s more than bird control products...It’s Faith, Family & Friends!

Support & Training

Marketing Support
R

Inc.
PROFESSIONAL BIRD CONTROL SOLUTIONS
SINCE 1992

PRODUCT CATALOG

Proudly Made in
the U.S.A.

®
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R

Inc.

Professional Bird Control Products
Faith Family Friends

1992 – 2012

We offer free training and
support for all aspects of bird
control, including on-site training
and technical support

The Leader in
Bird Control...
WORLDWIDE

We provide FREE customized sell sheets,
display boxes and other marketing tools to
help our customers “get the job”!

Experience the Bird-B-Gone Difference!
Made in
the USA!

Call Today!
1-800-392-6915

www.birdbgone.com
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Mobile Matters:
Protect information on your mobile device
By Dean Stanbridge, Contributor

our computers, so why wouldn’t we take the same
precautions with our mobile devices?

T

3. Surfing/Wi-Fi

hroughout the years, I’ve covered various
aspects of mobile devices — applications,
fitting your device to your operation and
backing up information. While these topics
are important, I consider the role mobile devices
play in our industry. Carrying a mobile device is
a convenience to a company and its employees. It
also can be a liability.
There are many things to consider when handing
over a device to employees. Do they
have access to email, Internet, text,
long-distance calls and company
information? These items need to
be covered in a clear and concise
company policy outlining
data and long-distance use
restrictions, email/text
etiquette and adequate
protection of sensitive
company information.
Access to company information through these
devices is one area many companies overlook in
their policies. It’s not that the issue isn’t covered, it’s
just many of us aren’t completely aware of the types
of risks involved. Loss of a device, over-sharing
information and wireless networks are three
common areas to consider when you’re looking to
protect your devices. Consider the following:

One of the great things about using local Wi-Fi
connections is it saves on data transfer usage, but
unless you know and trust the network to which
you’re connecting, never access or transfer sensitive
information. Even on secure public networks,
hackers can sign in and monitor your device easily.

4. Click safely
Before you open, forward or
download any software from
the Internet, verify the source
of the information. If you don’t
know how to verify the software
you’re going to click, don’t click it.
Hackers are masters at hiding their
malware behind seemingly legitimate
sites. Once they’ve installed their
malware on your device, all your
company and personal information
can be accessed and compromised.

5. Password protect
Insist on each device having its own
alphanumeric six- to eight-digit pass code. Don’t
use the password from your provider because
they are hacked too easily. Each device should be
set to timeout to password in no longer than five
minutes in case it’s lost or stolen.

1. Device updates
Although each of us considers updates great for
getting our devices to work faster or acquire new
apps, the most important updates are the security
enhancements. These updates are critical to help
prevent unwanted viruses, hackers and known
network vulnerabilities.

6. Back up

2. Security software

Just like computers, back up your data in
your mobile device. In today’s world of instant
information, how many of you can remember most
of your friends’ phone numbers, let alone all the
other information you’ve loaded into your device?
Last but not least, update and regularly discuss
mobile policies with your employees. PMP

Installing mobile security software is as critical as
network updates. We have antivirus software on

You can reach Stanbridge at dean@directlinesales.com.
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Reignite Your Motivational

Flame

How to keep the fires of
business ambition burning

the delegation process. But they need someone to
show them how to transition.
Additionally, many of these companies need
structure, but the owners don’t know where
to begin. I’ve worked with hundreds of pest
management companies that have been through
this and understand the processes and what it
takes to make a transition. The owners need to
reach the point where they’re able sit down and
conclude they need help.

By Lloyd Merritt Smigel, Contributor
Case in point

I

’ve received many calls from owners whose
leadership flame is burning out. They’ve been
in the game for decades and are tired of the
people problems, constant changes in laws
and regulations, lawsuits and potential lawsuits,
government interference at every level, and the
in-house bickering, especially if when family involved.
Often, they call to ask whether it’s time to sell.
They realize the good ol’ days are gone and the
future doesn’t look as bright as it used to. They’re
thinking about another season with new problems
and chaos. They wonder if they’re working too
many hours for their age.
If this sounds familiar, your motivational fire
might be burning out. Here are possible solutions.

Seller’s remorse
Often, when you ask former owners a few years
after selling their businesses whether they’re
sorry they sold, most say yes. They sold
because they felt they were sinking
in quicksand with no way out. I’ve
lent a hand to many companies
like this. It can be easier for
people in the industry
to accept the advice
from someone in the
industry. If the timing
is right, they’ll listen
to advice and try to
accept the fact they’ll
have to change –
organize and/or begin
64 October 2013 Pest Management Professional

A few months ago, I received a call from an owner
who’d done well for himself during his career.
His company has family members but not much
structure. Although everyone tells him he needs
structure, he’s getting advice from too many people
and isn’t sure what to do.
He said he’d heard me speak at conferences
and read my articles but didn’t see the need to hire
someone like me because he could do all the things
I’d suggested on his own. He soon realized he knows
what to do, but not how to begin.
Now I’m working with him on a two-year
conversion. His company has direction and the
beginning of order and priorities. It takes time,
but he’s relaxing because the pressure is now
disseminated throughout the company’s leadership
program. There’s new structure, accountability
and timelines, and no changes are being made
without his input. Now the next generation has the
opportunity to prove itself
through deeds instead of
wants, promises or desires.
It’s difficult to set new
programs in motion if
you’re inside the problem.
Coming from outside, I
represent what’s best for a
company, not what’s most popular.
Now the client’s motivational flame
is brighter. We’re on the way, and
life is good. PMP
You can reach Smigel, a 35-year industry
veteran, at lloydcare@aol.com.
www.mypmp.net

VISIT US AT BOOTH 101 AT
NPMA PESTWORLD 2013
October 22-25, 2013
Phoenix, AZ
Software Demos &
Win a Free 36” HD TV

SOF T WARE:

Service Assistant®
Service Assistant®DOORZV\RXWRPDQDJH\RXUZRUNŶRZ
IURPPDUNHWLQJWRWKHLQLWLDOFXVWRPHUFDOODOOWKHZD\
to invoicing and receivables.

Mapping Assistant®
Mapping Assistant® is a routing and scheduling
system that will save your company time and money.
It also aides in neighbor marketing and block leading.

Everything you need
to GROW & MANAGE
your pest control
business
For over 30 years, Real Green Systems™ has helped
companies grow. We continually create amazing new
software and innovative marketing tools to help your
EXVLQHVVUXQPRUHHIŵFLHQWO\DQGSURŵWDEOH

Measurement Assistant®
Instantly print or email proposals with property photos.
Increase your sales!

Mobile Live®
'DWDFROOHFWLRQIRUSURGXFWLRQ*36WXUQE\WXUQ
QDYLJDWLRQYHKLFOHWUDFNLQJYRLFHWRWH[WQRWHHQWU\
UHDOWLPHURXWLQJDQGPRUHDYDLODEOHULJKWRQ\RXU
DQGURLGEDVHGPRELOHGHYLFH

Customer
Assistant Websites®
Make your business available to customers 24/7.
*LYHWKHPWKHFRQYHQLHQFHRIVHFXUHRQOLQHSD\PHQWV
estimate and service call requests and more. Increase
receivables and reduce the time you and your staff
spend on the phone.

Referral Assistant®
Double your customer referrals by implementing
a marketing referral system that provides consistent
SURPRWLRQVZLWKLQFHQWLYHVIRUERWK\RXUFXVWRPHUV
and the people they refer.

Scan the code above
to sign up for a FREE
product demo!

MARKETING:

Subscription Services®
Auto-Executed Communications
Create customized cancel/reject and after service
emails and letters to increase sales. Reach out to
prospects and give your company an additional
opportunity to sell a prospect in the current season.

Direct Mail & Marketing Lists

1.800.422.7478
www.realgreen.com

:HőOOSURFHVVPDUNHWLQJOLVWVSULQWVWXIIDQGPDLO
DOORI\RXUVWDWHPHQWVSUHSD\OHWWHUVSRVWFDUGV
and more.

Print & Design Services
Let us design and print any piece to maintain your
brand identity or meet your marketing campaign needs.

© 2013 Real Green Systems. All rights reserved.
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Old Habits Die Hard
By Lloyd Merritt Smigel, Contributor

R

eorganization requires strategy, time
and lots of hard work. Many people say
they want to change, even though their
management practices contradict them.
There comes a time when you have to walk
the walk.
It’s a hard fight. Are you ready to rumble?
I’ve had a few clients who
started off ready to rumble but
saw minimal change after a few
months. They developed a plan but
were too busy to implement many
of the changes I suggested or
have meetings with the leadership
team I proposed they put together.
Everyone agreed we were going to make

the changes but old habits took over.
Committing to those changes could mean
working harder and longer for the first few years.
Why does it take so long? Because the new plan
has to go into effect while you’re still running your
company. You can’t wave a magic wand and —
POOF! — You’re there. You must do more than pay
lip service because saying you’ll change and actually
doing the things that ensure you change are two
different things.
If you’re serious about improving
your company and changing with the
times, make the commitment to work
hard to achieve your goals. PMP
You can reach Smigel, a 35-year industry veteran,
at lloydcare@aol.com.

Targeting pests in innovative ways.
Visit us at Pest World 2013 Booth #749
or at www.BioSensory.com

 Uses multiple, natural attractants
 Early detection of all instars and
adult bed bugs
 Integral part of an inspection,
monitoring and reinspection program

Makes you INVISIBLE to Mosquitoes!

107 Providence St., Putnam, CT 06260 • 860-928-1113 • www.BioSensory.com
Nightwatch™ is a trademark of BioSensory, Inc. BioSensory© is a registered trademark of BioSensory, Inc.

We specialize in Bed Bug and Mosquito control products for the pest management industry.
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V E C T O T H O R™
FLY CONTROL LIGHT TRAPS

VECTOTHOR delivers European design
excellence in combination with University proven
performance beneﬁts to create the most
effective ﬂy management system
on the market.

KILLS MORE FLIES - FASTER
EXCLUSIVE
VECTOTHOR
FLYCON
CONTROL
TROL LIGH LIGHT
T TRAPSTRAPS
VE CT O THOR FLY
EXC LUSIVETOT O
Most powerful UV-A
light on the market

VECTOTHOR Natural VECTOTHOR Natural
VECTOTHOR Heat
Temperature
UV-A Light Technology™
Contrast Grid™
Seeker Technology™ optimized glueboards

WWW.VECTOTHOR.COM
F LY C O N T R O L
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Marketing Matters

When Strategies Match Tactics
By Harvey F. Goldglantz, Contributor

S

trategy and tactics must work in tandem.
Without this synergy, a company can’t
achieve its goals. If strategy exists without
tactics, the result is big thinkers and no
action. If tactics exist without strategy, the result
is disorder. People often confuse tactics with
strategy and vice versa; however, they’re distinct
and separate entities.
A strategy identifies and clarifies broader goals
that advance an organization. It’s a plan of action
or policy designed to achieve a long-term goal.
To create a successful strategy, one must envision
the end point. Once one knows where he wants to
go, he can determine how to get there. Strategy,
which is big-picture stuff, happens when you think
about something deeply over a period of time
and make a deliberate decision. These deliberate
decisions or goals are what drive everything else.
To create a strategy, it’s useful to ask and answer
the following questions:
Q What do you want to achieve, and by when?
Q Why do you want to do that?
Q What do you need to do to achieve your desired goals?
Q How do you best support your activities and
resources to improve odds of
succeeding?
Q What are the different ways
of allocating resources and
efforts to achieve desired results?
Q What external and
internal factors could affect
your ability to achieve your
objectives?
Tactics are the means
used to help achieve a
strategic intent, using
specific resources to
achieve subgoals that
support the defined
mission. Tactics, the
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meat and potatoes of the strategy, are the doing
aspect that follows the planning. Tactics, which
refer specifically to action, need to be evaluated
and adjusted constantly, based on what’s learned
along the way. Random tactics without a strategy
lead to short-term actions with unpredictable
long-term results. Every tactic needs to deliver on
a strategy. Advertising to grow a Facebook page
is a tactic, but what’s its purpose? Once more fans
are gained, then what? How does Facebook fit in
with everything else?
Strategic marketing starts with understanding
who the customers are and what’s important to
them. Once you understand what’s important to
the target market, you can put together a strategy
that results in more qualified prospects calling,
which increases your conversion ratios. The tactical
portion of marketing is the execution of a marketing
(strategic) plan, such as:
Q how to generate leads;
Q where to place media;
Q which marketing tools to use; and
Q implementing a follow-up system.
It’s the medium in which the message is
delivered. Just like a marriage needs love to
grow and flourish, strategy and tactics need one
another to sustain success. PMP
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